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Andrew Neil has pushed pedal to creative metal and extreme clever on this 

record! The theme is marvelously off grid and manages to take catchy music to an 

extremely, "Get up in it," entertaining level. This is a tune that shall be playing in 

the listeners heads, for hours after first listen. I could see it being played over and 

over on a road trip in a packed convertible of shout-alongs! 

 

Andrew hooked up with the four-member band, Tiezzi out of Richmond, Virginia 

to feature on this tune and a mad match imploded. It is trailing cool collabs now 

and there are big plans ahead. 

 

The band and Andrew layout a sly blend of old school Rock n Roll and Soft Rock 

with Blues threads throughout; it's delicious and quite consumes the listener. The 

final engineering polish is notable, as well. 

 

Andrew's voice is a particular brew of sultry sandpaper; he is one of my favorite 

indie singers.  

He has a grand range from song to song and I really love this one. 

 

Talk about being all in- he writes about his life, is full of imagination and sings 

right from his innermost happy place, which is music. He has faced and does face 

challenges; most people couldn't imagine and definitely not manage. For Andrew, 

hope is both his compass and music his most personal form of communication. 

 

"I love lying to myself, good for my health," and the tail-end of the tune kicks out 

witch's broom and mushrooms. Such beyond cool writing! 

 

 



 

This is my favorite song of his so far and this says a lot! Tiezzi are the perfect 

extraordinary band to fit his music. 

 

Andrew made the full court shot with this one, very marketable and one fans shall 

love! 


